
A clear way forward Use our experience Built on best-practice 

Technical Cloud Readiness Assessment 

The Technical Cloud Readiness Assessment walks the through a tried-and-true 

set of workshops to outline their current IT landscape, their desired business 

outcomes based on NNIT best-practices and Microsoft’s Cloud Adoption 

Framework. Go through 12 identified workshops to visit all key areas when 

moving to the cloud – and built the right landing zone for your organization.

Why customers use 

Technical Cloud 

Readiness Assessment

• To define a clear scope for 

their Cloud migration

• To get a project plan built on 

experience 

• To feel confident that all key 

areas of the Cloud migration 

has been uncovered 

• To gain a digital 

transformation partner 

Where do you start when moving to the Cloud? How do you 

ensure you’ve turned over every rock? How do you know 

what the ideal Azure landing zone looks for you? 

Let NNIT guide your migration and built your landing zone 

on Microsoft and NNIT best practices.
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Defined structure 

Clear project plans

• Follow the clear workshop 

structure of identified key areas 

in your cloud migration

• Receive a report stating key 

areas of attention and a clear 

project plan 

Rely on expertise 

• Experienced Cloud architects 

will assist in the customers 

migration 

• Draw on NNIT’s experience with 

Cloud migrations

Built using industry best practice 

• Rely on the expert experience of 

NNIT to transition your 

environments

• Use our expert architects to 

discover new possibilities

• Use our best-practice built a 

secure landing zone 

Unsure about how to 
migrate to Azure?
Move to the Cloud with NNIT as a partner and built 

on the experience of successful cloud migrations.



Technical Cloud Readiness 

Assessment 

Our promise to you

Built on Microsoft and NNIT best 

practice, we deliver a structured 

process to assess your cloud 

infrastructure and document the best 

road ahead.

An offer to get you started

• Short assessment: A quick one day 

on-site workshop to assess cloud 

environment and deliver 

recommendations

• Full assessment: Depending on 

scope, between 1-10 weeks of 

assessments of environment 

working through detailed 

workshops to undercover 

possibilities and opportunities.

Technical Cloud Readiness Assessment enables Cloud 

Transitions
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Experience

• 200+ certified Cloud consultants globally 

• More than 30+ yearly data migrations 

Approach

• Data gathering from Azure environment

• Interviews with SME’s and stakeholders from your

organization to map As-Is and strategy

• Workshop style approach to build strategy and 

designs

Get a clear roadmap

• Detailed design principles to build your foundation

• Short and long-term roadmap to help you get started 

and navigate your efforts towards

Business outcome 

Why NNIT?

• Full assessment of your cloud environment

• Detailed project plan 

• Recommendations based on gap

NNIT has more than 20 years experience in the industry with outsourcing infrastructure and applications, both on-premise 

and in the Cloud. With a global setup, we can deliver expertise, operations and support 24/7 while drawing on wall-to-wall 

IT services from advisory, build, transition, transformation, operation and support.


